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I. INTRODUCTION -
Present day schools exist in a technological culture where
machines are rapidly invading all aspects of human activity.
Machines are labor-saving devices which frequently increase
productivity I efficiency and quality. The presence of machines
in the society has resulted in what is known as "systems
approach" in many fields of endeavor. Systems approach in
volves a continuous cycle of planning and implementation from
objectives to evaluation. In other words, a field of endeavor
is viewed as a single system. The goals and objectives or
end products of the system are determined in advance. Avail
able resources are arranged to focus on the end products in
such a way as to achieve maximum efficiency at minimum cost.
The results are evaluated after implementation and the feed
back thus obtained is utilized to rearrange the resources and
processes to overcome previous pitfalls and improve products.
The cycle continues as results of scientific research brings
in new ideas that might make previous ones obsolete.
The man-machine system is a system in which man and
machine constitute two major subsystems or resources. The
capabilities and limitations of man and those of the machine
are judiciously arranged so that their unified function
achieves the desired end products in an optimum manner. The
phrase "judicious arrangement" is very important here because
overreliance on or failure to take into account the limitations
of the machine will result in inefficiency and probably very
costly accidents. On the other hand, underreliajice on or
failure to take full advantage of the machine's capabilities
will result in underproduction. Therefore man's limitations—
high rate of production, efficiency, high quality etc.—are
achieved by machines, while machine's limitations—ability
to think, judgment, etc.—are taken care of by man. As re
search and development continue, more functions are assigned
to the machine so that man can have more time to concentrate
on planning and control.
The idea of man-machine system did not come to classroom
instruction until the middle of the twentieth century. Before
this time large group instruction and rote learning pervaded
most existing schools. Each class contained about 30 or ^0
pupils often waiting patiently to grab every bit of knowledge
dropping from the mouth of the class teacher who was regarded
as the fountainhead of all knowledge. All "facts" and formulas
were to be learned by rote and reproduced on demand. The few
visual aids existing at this period were used to aid the teach
er in his chalk and talk presentations. The students were to
sit quietly, look, listen and answer questions and incidentally
learn (and sometimes some of them learned as a gesture of
avoidance or escape). By this time also, the rod and cane had
gone, but they were replaced by equally effective punitive mea
sures such as criticism> ridicule and other forms of abuse.
The by-products of this instructional system which Skinner
once described as "aversive control in education" ranged from
truancy, high rate of attrition or dropout, and vandalism to
inattention, mental fatigue, forgetting and apathy.
When vocational education eventually became part of
general education the picture was very much the same. In
America, towards the end of the nineteenth century, intensive
drilling was used to "condition" students to the skills they
were expected to acquire. This method was probably based on
Pavlov's classical conditioning theory, for this intensive
exercise was picked from Victor Delia Vos's method which was
displayed at the Russian Exhibits at the Centennial Exposition
in Philadelpha in I876. This instructional method resulted
in large scale drop out as the following observation from
Barlow (1976) indicates! "Because the school (St, Louis
Polytechnic, New York) had the reputation of being 'tough' the
faint of heart seldom sought admission" (p. ^7).
By the beginning of the twentieth century, psychologists
came up with the idea of individual differences. They pointed
out that individuals differ mentally, physically, etc., and
argued that any instructional strategy which failed to take
this into account was bound to be, at best, suitable for only
the average student.
About the middle of the century, B. F. Skinner, of
Harvard University, proposed a learning theory which radically
modified the existing theories of classical conditioning and
mental discipline. In his experiment with rats. Skinner came
to the conclusion that learning will only occur to the extent
that the response the learner makes to a stimulus is rewarded
positively. In other words, a response that is rewarded is
likely to be repeated and consequently learned, while one that
is not rewarded is likely to be dropped and therefore will
not be learned-
Based on this theory, Skinner argued that for a child to
learn a response there must be immediate and continuous
positive reinforcement of that response.
Later on, Skinner designed programmed learning materials
in which the subject matter to be learned has been arranged
into a series of sequential steps leading from familiar con
cepts to new material. As a child works through each step
successfully, the knowledge of one's success and complimentary
comments act as reinforcements and one goes on to the next stepi
Skinner used the language of "operant conditioning" to describe
this learning process. According to DeCecco (196^)1
The importance which Skinner places on reinforcement
leads him to emphasize the use of machines. The human
teacher physically could not give all the reinforce
ment needed. Since the labor required is beyond human
capacity, Skinner argues that we must resort to machines
(p. 92).
Thus, the concept of man-machine system was strengthened and
brought into more prnminent use in classroom instruction.
The first teaching machine designed by Skinner was a
simple mechanical device which presented a set of programmed
materials to students. At each step in the program, the
student must construct an answer and evaluate its correctness
with a model answer before proceeding further in the program.
This was generally considered as the forerunner of all later
teaching machines according to DeCecco.
Between the time of Skinner's simple autoinstructional
device and the present day» myriads of innovations have taken
place in instructional media suid methods to reflect new con
cepts in the nature of the learner, the learning process and
the instructional content. Many types of instaructional hard
ware have been produced to take over some of the instructional
functions originally handled by the teacher. The most recent
and most complex of these devices is the computer which some
people fear might replace some lower grade teachers in the
near future. The role of the teacher is rapidly changing from
that of "transmitter of knowledge" to that of a provider of
learning resource materials, an expert arranger of learning
experiences, a guide and resource person who is responsive
rather than directive about student needs, an instructional
consultant and an educational coach. Clark (1976) succinctly
described some of the changes that have taken place as followsi
The emphasis swings from audiovisual aids for the
teacher to conceptualizations about instruction which
refocused attention on individual differences, learn
ing process, org^izational patterns of instruction
and the systematic analysis of the curriculum (p. 5),
As is always the case when service in a new area is dis
covered, "specialists" in the production of instructional
hardware and software have responded by flooding the markets
and media centers with goods "scientifically tested sind proved".
Textbooks on media and methods are equally increasing with
great rapidity. Here in the United States, research grants are
made available from several agencies, both public and private,
and the number of researches in instructional media, as in
other fields, increases almost daily. What is more, in the
universities one has to carry out research in his or her own
field of specialization to earn promotion or some other aca
demic recognition. With this "publish or perish" attitude of
the university authorities, new ideas, both good and bad, con
tinue to flood into the area of instructional media and methods
as in other fields of study. The whole society tends to be
searching for new methods without perfecting the established
ones.
As a result of all the innovative activities mentioned
above, many instructional hardware and software materials,
textbooks and the results of education research find their
way to university media centers. As a result, industrial
educational students are exposed to them as they (the students)
do their courses in instructional media and methods.
Some people have, however, started viewing with suspicion
this emphasis and rapid changes in instructional media. Com
menting on the issue, Kingston (1975) observedi
Armed with dollars and sincere motives he (the depart
ment chairman) enters the world of audiovisual sorcery
and immediately falls prey to every convincing salesman.
Many electronic delivery systems are built around ideas
or gimmicks that appear logical on the surface. Further
examina.'tioni howeveri exposes compatability difficul
ties which may lead to becoming locked to certain
materials required for the gimmick in question (p. 5°)*
The apparent difficulties of media centers and audio
visual markets tend to raise the following questions in the
minds of some criticsi
1. Are all the instructional media and methods learned
in the universities by students practicable in actual class
room situation, particularly in vocational technical schools?
2. If some of them are practicable, do they have incre
mental validity, that is, do they do better than or add to
the effectiveness of the former and hopefully less costly
methods they are expected to replace?
3. If they have incremental validity, are vocational
technical teachers putting the new innovations into practice?
4. If they are willing, are the school authorities
ready, financially and administratively, to give them support?
To summarize the above questions, what is the level of
relationship between what is taught in industrial education
departments and what is practiced in community colleges and
vocational technical schools, with particular references to
the State of Iowa? This is basically the question that this
study is designed to answer.
8A, Statement of the Problem
This study was designed to determinei
1. To what extent the instructional techniques and media
taught in the industrial education departments in the
universities are actually applied in community col
leges and vocational technical schools in Iowa.
2. Which of the techniques and media are used.
3. Which of them are not used at all and why.
What factors, if any, prevent the use of good tech
niques and media.
5- Whether such variables as age» sex, school sixe. edu
cational background (teacher preparation), college
attended, and teaching experience have any effect on
the extent to which media and techniques are used,
6. How far the multimedia module or learning packages
currently being emphasized in the universities are
used in community colleges and vocational technical
schools.
?. Which of the instructional media and methods will be
applicable in Nigerian vocational technical school.
B. Purpose of the Study
This survey is intended toi
1. Help industrial education departments, particularly
those in the State of Iowa, to evaluate their in-
structional media and techniques programs with the
aim of bridging any gap that might exist between
theory and practice.
2. Alert community college instructors, especially those
who graduated several years ago, to some useful in
structional strategies which they might have inad
vertently left out or have never been exposed to.
3. Help the author of this study determine those strage-
gies which will be useful to him when he returns to
Nigeria.
C. Need for the Study
Several factors make a study of this type necessary.
First, the present day school system is part of a technological
society where machines are supplementing many of the production
functions and services of man. As in business and industry,
machines with their labor saving and efficiency potentials
are increasingly being introduced in the instructional system.
The results of educational research and development are con
sistently introducing new instructional strategies in schools.
But a vital question is, can the success of mechanization be
predicted in instructional systems with the same accuracy as
it is predicted in business and industry? As pointed out by
DeCecco (196^)1
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Industry and business can work with much more uniform
materials and products than can schools. The complexi
ties of the learning process and the perplexing varia-
hility of school children enormously complicate the
production of instructional materials (p. l-i^-).
This statement implies, among other things, that the success
of any instructional strategy can "be situation-specific. An
instructional technique that worked in a particular place at
a particular time with a particular set of s'feudents may not
necessarily work in another place at another time or with
another class of students. Therefore, the classroom instruc
tional situation is not a place where a person can claim with
any amount of certainty that he has discovered a permanent
solution for an educational problem and then "specialists" in
media production go on to flood media centers ajid markets
with the hardware or software predicted to be successful. It
is therefore necessary to constantly validate, with surveys
like this« the instructional strategies being taught in
teacher training institutions.
Second, some of the seemingly good instructional practices
are based on the findings of either basic or applied research.
Borg and Gail (197^) have pointed out that many of the findings of
basic and applied research studies are usually significant only
in a statistical sense and have no practical significance for
the regular classroom. Borg argued that in many basic and
applied research studies the situations studied are too
removed from the typical classroom to have much direct effect
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upon educational practice. He addedi
It is true of course that basic and applied research
produce findings that are eventually used to improve
educational practice. However, the gap between these
findings and educational practice is often so great that
many scholars have devoted a lifetime to worthwhile
basic and applied research problems without improving
the schools one whit (p. '^'l4).
What is more, most of the innovations originated in
general education and cannot be applied to vocational educa
tion without due cross-checking or validation because voca
tional education has its many unique characteristics which are
quite different from those of general education.
Third, most of the new media are costly, therefore,
those which are practicable in actual classroom situations
should have incremental validity to justify the extra cost
before they are adopted. A technique is said to have incre
mental validity if its use makes students leam better and
faster and if more students continue in school (i.e., attri
tion is reduced) than they would if an alternative (usually
less costly) method were used.
Fourth, the recent developments in industrial education
departments of blending teacher preparation with preparation
for industry has raised some doubts in some people's minds as
to whether industrial teacher education is still giving ade
quate preparation to industrial arts and vocational education
teachers. In this country most colleges and university
departments which formerly prepared teachers for industrieil
arts and vocational schools exclusively have added four-year
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degree programs in industrial technology. Some of the de
partments have even changed their names to "the Department
of Industrial Technology". As Feirer (I976) observed:
In many schools industrial technology program has
liourished and grown at the expense of industrial
teacl^ education program. The result is that these
departments are presently giving far less emphasis to
the preparation of teachers" (p, 3).
Astudy such as this is needed to determine whether the present
'dual role" of industrial education departments has any detri
mental effects on equipping industrial education teachers
with instructional strategies that are practicable in actual
classroom situations.
Fifth, studies in the social sciences reveal that tech
nology changes much faster than attitudes, and Finch et al. (I972)
observed that teacher behavior is probably the most difficult
component to modify in the entire educational system. There
fore, the fact that a teacher has been exposed to new instruc
tional techniques is no ^arantee that he/she will apply them.
During the researcher's interview with a coordinator in one
of Iowa's largest community colleges, he (the coordinator)
observed that some of the vocational technical teachers are
so used to working with their hands that they no longer read
books to get acquainted with new instructional ideas or
remember what they learned in universities; instead they stick
to the time-honored lecture/demonstration methods. Some of
them even fear that some of the new techniques like the com
puter would soon replace them and so they refuse to apply them.
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So much money is invested in both teacher education and re
search and development that it will be unfair to the taixpayer
if trained teachers fail to apply the new techniques that
have been proved valid. There is therefore an urgent need to
identify, for immediate treatment, the factors that might be
militating against the widespread application of the validated
teaching strategies.
The sixth point is that advertisement has become so per
suasive that salesmen, through the use of both their sales
manship and all available mass media, are capable of convinc
ing even a professional into accepting an unproven product in
his own field of of specialization. In addition, science has
become such a "sacred cow" that people tend to buy any wares
the producers claim are scientific. With these two weapons,
producers of instructional materials may have forced their
products, both efficient and inefficient, into college and
university media centers where their use may have been recom
mended to teachers. It is only in actual classroom situations
that the valuable items can be effectively screened from the
bad products, and the sooner this is done the better.
Finally, survey results indicate that achievement scores
have consistently correlated negatively with increase in the
use of the new media, Harnischfeger and Wiley (1976) found out
in one of their surveys that score declines are more pronounced
in higher grades—from the 5th upwards (p. 10), He also noticed
a "back to the basics" movement whereby sales of instructional
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equipment are dropping while those of textbooks with more
traditional content emphasis are rising. All these remarks
point to the need for determining the relationship between
what is taught in colleges and universities and those
practiced in schools.
D. Questions for the Study
1. To what extent are instructional techniques sind media
tau^t in the industrial education departments in the univer
sities and colleges applied in community colleges and voca
tional technical schools in Iowa?
2. To what extent do teachers in Iowa community colleges
and vocational technical schools feel the instructional tech
niques and media taught in the universities are appropriate
in practical classroom situations?
3. Which of the techniques and media are most often used?
4. Which of the techniques are least used and why?
5- What factors prevent the use of apparently effective
but often neglected techniques and media?
6. Does set of the instructor affect the extent to which
the techniques and media are used?
7. Does age of the instructor affect the extent to which
the media and techniques are used?
8. Does size of school affect the extent to which the
media and techniques are used?
9. Does the length of teaching experience affect the
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extent to which the media and techniques are used?
10. Does the length (4-year vs. intensive short-term)
of teacher preparation affect the extent to which the tech
niques and media are used?
11. How applicable to vocational technical education is
the multimedia module which is recently "being emphasized in
industrial education departments?
E. Assumptions of the Study
1. It is assumed that the instructors selected for this
study will supply honest and true answers to the questionnaire.
2. It is assumed that the sample selected in representa
tive of instructors in community colleges and vocational tech
nical schools in Iowa who have had courses in instructional
media and methods.
3» It is hoped that some of the methods and techniques
applied in Iowa community colleges and vocational technical
schools will also be applicable in Nigeria.
It is assumed that media instructors in I, Ed. de
partments do in fact teach the new media contained in the
program.
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F. Limitations of the Study
This study is designed mainly to identify which of the
instructional techniques and media taught in the universities
are applicable in practical classroom situations and the
factors that mi^t be responsible for those not being applied.
The survey will not extend to the details of merits and de
merits of the media and techniques.
Variations in teacher education relative to instructional
media was not controlled in the sample drawn,
G. Definition of Terms
Incremental validityi Incremental validity is a unique
contribution of a certain method or media to instructional
effectiveness, A new instructional strategy has incremental
validity if its use makes instruction more effective. It has
no incremental validity if it does just as well as the
existing one which it is intended to replace.
Instructional mediai Instructional media includes all
specially planned devices, pieces of equipment or materials
needed to help students learn, such as hardward, software,
texts etc. They are aids employed as adjuncts to training or
instruction.
Methods! Methods of instruction are the orderly proce
dures a teacher adopts to direct learners in developing com
petencies, skills, and attitudes. They include lectures.
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demonstrations, discussions, individualized instruction etc.
Modulesi Modules are a series of sequential instructional
packages used to facilitate individualized instruction. A
student works through the sequential modules with the teacher
assisting only when his help is needed by the student.
Operant conditioning! A learning process whereby an in
dividual learns a particular behavior by being rewarded con
tinuously as he makes correct responses.
Programmed materials! Subject matter arranged into a
series of sequential steps leading from familiar concepts to
new ones.
Reinforcement! The process of providing a learner with
feedback or knowledge of results of his performance.
Teaching machines! A mechanical device used in presenting
programmed materials and the needed reinforcement to a learner
in an autoinstructional system.
Techniquei The details of presentation by which the in
dividual teacher makes learning more effective when using a
method or teaching aid. Techniques are "the tricks" of the
teaching profession which differentiate a good from a bad
teacher. Note that sometimes technique is used synonymously
with method.
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In this chapter, we shall first of all look at the re
sults of investigations on the use of instructional resources
in various parts of the United States and then conclude with
a few studies carried out in the State of Iowa which are
relevant to this study.
Within a few years, the new instructional system has made
quite a significant impact on both general and vocational edu
cation. The new instructional media as used in this context
means all the techniques in which learning materials (software)
are prepared and stored in booklets, transparencies, magnetic
tapes, discs etc. to be used with the various forms of hardware
to facilitate individualized instruction. This is in contrast
to the traditional techniques mostly characterized by lecture/
demonstration and the use of limited instructional materials
to help the teacher in the presentation of his or her lessons.
There have been large numbers of reports of the acceptance
of the new system in vocational technical schools and community
colleges. However, in practice one does not see evidence of
use of such systems. The use of Computer Assisted Instruction
(CAI) which is the most sophisticated, the most developed and
the most promising, but at present the least applied, is one
example. According to Carol Kleiman (1973). the staff of the
University of Illinois found out that PLATO IV has been used
successfully in a number of schools and that studies reveal
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that PLATO students have a lower dropout rate and higher scores
on standardized tests as compared with similar students in con
ventional classes. Moclcovak and Others (1974) also reported
that the staff of the U.S. Air Force Unit Technical School based
at Chanute, Illinois, have extensively used PLATO IV terminals
successfully in teaching their students, among other things,
the fundamentals of maintaining all motor vehicles designed for
specific jobs. The instruction presented through PLATO deals
with basic automotive principles ranging from engines and re
lated fuel and ignition systems, through electrical systems
to vehicle chassis systems, brakes and suspension. By means
of simulation also, students leam trouble-shooting techniques
in automotive and electronic equipment. According to Mockovak
and Others (I974), students of the institution leam faster and
better by the new system compared with the traditional system.
Silvius and Bohn (1976) observed that David L. Jelden
developed learner-controlled activity packets (modules) on
electronics which he used successfully in improving the
teaching of electronics to students at the University of
Northern Colorado (p. 88).
In his own study of community college instructors and the
use of new media at California community colleges, Purdy (1975)
found out that many among the 225 faculty members consider
technology (the new media) a significant aid to their teaching
practices. According to Purdy, the teachers who used the
new media did so because they believe the devices extended
20
their control of the learning situation. Labs, computer pro
grams, or slide-tape programs gave the teachers more ways to
influence the students. In his interview with one of the
teachers using the new media, the teacher said, "I think they
(students) work harder and learn more in the new system (p.
10).
Purdy, however, observed that some teachers used the
media because it lessened the need for personal exposure and
vulnerability to students.
Faculty who were uncomfortable lecturing found it
easier to devise computer and slide programs, to
manipulate these materials until students demonstrated
learning in a way satisfying to the teacher (Purdy,
1975. p. 11).
Purdy pointed out that most teachers who disliked and did
not use the new system more often expressed the fear that the
new media might replace them and believed that technological
teaching devices were a hindrance rather than a help. Some
feared they might be humiliated by the machines if they (the
machines) broke down before the students and the teacher could
not get them going. Purdy's findings seem to make him be
lieve that the new media were quite effective only if teachers
are willing to study and use them well. In other words, the
trouble is not with the new media but with teachers' attitudes
toward them.
The result of other studies show that the new media by no
means enjoy wholesale acceptance by both teachers and educators
Finch (197^) observed that programmed instruction does in fact
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teach and that it is at least as good as conventional instruc
tion if it is oriented toward classroom-type (cognitive) ob
jectives. According to Finch, research indicates that pro
grammed instruction loses its effectiveness in higher order
learning principles, e.g., complex perceptual motor activity
integrated with problem solving (p. 28).
Silvius and Bohn (1976) found out that programmed in
struction is more effective with adults and that it is more
widely used by industrial firms, government training programs
and in military training (p. 255).
Finch, Gustilo and Wiersteiner (1972) carried out a study
on instructional resource use as facilitated by resource
availability and teacher attitude in eight central Pennsylvania
area vocation technical schools. The study group had a mean
age of 42.8 and averaged 8.5 years of teaching experience. The
results of the study suggested that vocational technical
teachers tended to view those resources which "have been
around" for a long period of time more favorably than those
resources which the teachers did not consider to be traditional
(?• 38). Finch et al.'s data also revealed that the teacher
group tended to utilize "traditional" resources to a greater
extent than the "progressive" resources. According to the
researchers (Finch et al., 1972). instructional resources
which reflected the greatest amount of use were shop and
laboratory equipment, shop or laboratory projects, textbooks,
chalkboard, 16 mm motion pictxire projector and overhead
22
projector. The resources which reflected the least use might
be classified as the newer media and they include computer
assisted instruction, educational television (CCTV), teaching
machine, 8 mm motion picture projector etc.
Like Purdy (1975) i Finch et al. (1972) observed that a
teacher's attitude toward particular resources determines
whether or not he would utilize them. In other words,
teachers are more likely to use those resources toward which
they have favorable attitude than they would those toward
which they have unfavorable attitude. In conclusion. Finch
et al. noted that vocational technical teachers seem to have
more favorable attitudes toward traditional type resources than
the resources which might be termed progressive.
In another study carried out by the U.S. Department of
HEW, Office of Education. Washington. D.C. (I966) in which
supervisory personnel and teacher educators were asked to
evaluate specific types of competencies developed through
professional preparation by recently graduated trade and
industrial teachers, it was discovered that ratings were low
in the following competencies* preparation of instructional
materials (30^), understanding and use of new teaching aids
and devices (40^), orientation to the types, location and
services provided by community organizations (23^). The scores
for teaching methods and their application was just above
average (53%)'
Speagle (1975) seems to agree with Purdy (1975) and Finch
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et al. (1972) that the restricted use of the new media is not
a result of their ineffectiveness, but a result of the negative
attitude of those concerned with their use (faculty and ad
ministrators) toward the new media. In his publication on
"Cognitive Criteria for Effective A-V Production", he observed
that the controversy about their effectiveness has continued
stalling the adoption of the new media by the teaching pro
fession, Speagle (1975) stated*
Administrators argue that lower costs alone justify
the use of instructional technology when associated
with equal learning, having in mind the end results
of countless teaching experiments. Ironically resis
tance by unconvinced faculties foils the cost argument;
it blocks the mass use of systems and mass distribution
of materials and hence the promised reduction of unit
costs per student compared with conventional methods
(p. 18).
Hamischfeger and Wiley (I976) seem to see the new media as
not performing its promised miracle, in their series of studies
they found out that despite the use of the new media achievement
test scores have been declining for about a decade in all
grades from 5 upwards, and that the score declines are more
pronounced in higher grades in recent years. As a result,
according to Harnischfeger, there is what he calls the back-to-
the-basics movement and sales of instructional equipment are
dropping while those of textbooks and more traditional content
emphasis are rising.
Some studies have also been carried out in the area of de
termining relative effects of traditional and progressive meth
ods. According to Suess (I966), Discroll studied the effects of
teacher-centered selection of facts and principles (tradi
tional method) about basic electrical circuits with a student-
centered method (progressive method) where the student and
the teacher worked together in problem-solving situations to
determine the principles and generalizations to be learned.
Discroll discovered that the teacher-centered (traditionaJ.)
method defined as the deductive descriptive method was
superior at 1^ significance level in terms of achievement on
electrical circuit criteria tests that followed. The
superiority was reported to "be constant at all levels of
ability.
Another study "by Baron (I969) showed no significant dif
ference in test results "between the use of traditional and
progressive methods. Baron's study was on the use of closed-
circuit television (video tape) and the conventional lecture/
demonstration method. Results of his study revealed that the
video-tape recordings and the conventional methods of presenta
tion were equally effective for teaching psychomotor tasks to
students of both ability levels. In teaching necessary cog
nitive inforroation, however, Baron found out that "both methods
were equally effective for teaching upper ability students but
video-tape demonstration was less effective than the conven
tional method for the students in lower ability levels.
Baron, however, noted that video tapes have some advan
tages which include I
a. Providing individual students with means of reviewing
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lessons at a later date,
b. Making up missed lessons for students who were absent,
c. Providing an opportunity for individual students to
review and advance at their own pace, and thus
d. Freeing the instructor to work with other groups of
students or phases of instruction.
A few other studies carried out in Iowa vocational tech
nical schools and community colleges provide some useful in
formation on the comparative emphasis placed by instructors
on the various instructional methods and media. All but one of
the studies show more emphasis on the traditional methods than
on the new methods. A study by Oji (197^) showed quite a sig
nificant emphasis on the new methods. The summary of Oji's
findings is as followsi role playing ^8.5^1 gaming ZOfoi
simulation 6o?S, programmed instruction audio tutorial
62.88^, mass production 37*1^^ (p« ^2). It should be noted,
however, that Oji did not include the conventional methods.
It is not clear from his study whether the omission indicates
that the omitted methods were not used at all or whether he
omitted them in his study instrument.
Okafor (197^)i on the other hand, found out that instruc
tors (mainly building construction instructors) tended to use
the traditional methods more often as the following findings
indicate the frequency with which instructors used a particular
methodi laboratory experiment 89, demonstration 80, group
project 77, lecture/demonstration 71. field trips 69,
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individual projects 58» use of community resources personnel
5^, use of modules ^0, and use of video tapes ^3* Some of the
new media like computer assisted instruction and simulation
were not mentioned at all.
Oranu's (1975) study also shows some degree of preference
for the more traditional methods. Oranu summarized his find
ings as follows I problem-solving 28, lecture/demonstration
23, classroom discussion 21, experimentation 19i report writing
1^, lecture method 11, self-instruct!on 8, field trips 7,
simulation 0. Here again, no mention was made of most of the
new media and methods, either because they were not used or
the researcher did not include them in his questionnaire.
The research findings related to the effectiveness of
instructional media and the relationship between instructional
media used in teacher preparation and actual application of
media by teachers in their classrooms is inconclusive. How
ever, research does tend to support the use of media, particu
larly with students in upper ability groups.
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III. METHODS AND PROCEDURE
A. The Survey Instrument
The data for this study were collected by means of a
questionnaire. Programs for instructional media and techniques
were received from the Industrial Education Departments of Iowa
State University and the University of Northern Iowa. From
these programs, a list of instructional media and techniques
was compiled in the form of a questionnaire in which the sub
jects were asked to check the ones they apply in their schools,
how frequently they use each, and the reasons for not using
others they acquired in their teacher education preparation.
The questionnaire was sent to fellow graduate students in the
Department of Industrial Education for criticism. After in
corporating the criticisms of the fellow students, the ques
tionnaire was sent to a member of the researcher's advisory
committee for comments. The committee member's comments were
also incorporated into the revision of the instrument. The
questionnaire was duplicated and sent to ten community college
instructors who were attending summer school at Iowa State Uni
versity as a pilot study. The useful comments from the pilot
study subjects were incorporated and a final copy of the
questionnaire was prepared.
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B. Population and Sampling
The population for this survey comprises the instructors
in the trades and industrial departments of the community
colleges and vocational technical schools in Iowa who have had
courses in instructional media and techniques ajid the instruc
tional media and techniques instructors in the Industrial Edu
cation Departments at Iowa State University and the University
of Northern Iowa.
A list of all instructors in the T and I departments in
the conmiunity colleges and vocational technical schools in
Iowa was obtained from the State Department of Public Instruc
tion. One hundred and fifty instructors were selected from
the list. The sampling technique used was a sort of multilayer
stratified random sampling. First, allowance was made for the
selection of both male and female instructors. The number of
female instructors in the T and I departments is very small
and so all female teachers in these departments were included
in the sample. Second, schools of various sizes—large,
medium and small—were included. Third, care was taken to
include teachers of
(a) Ages ranging from 20 to over 50
(b) Teaching experiences from 1 year to over 15 years and
(c) Both teachers who received their training through
four-year industrial education programs and those who
attended summer or extension schools.
29a
Eight instructors were selected from Iowa State University and
the University of Northern Iowa.
C. Data Collection
The questionnaire was mailed out between the 17th and
20th of July. Stamped, self-addressed envelopes were enclosed
for return mail. By August 31st about 98 questionnaires (about
66^ of the total) were received. A follow-up letter together
with a second copy of the questionnaire was mailed to each of
those who did not return their original questionnaire. As a
result of this reminder, 28 more questionnaires were received,
making a total of 126 questionnaires, four of which were not
usable for analysis purposes.
D. Data Analysis
Student t-tests for uncorrelated data involving the
separate variance formula, was used to determine if there were
any differences between what university instructors teach and
what community college instructors apply. Analysis of variance,
one-way classification was used to determine whether such
variables as sex, school size, teaching experience, etc. affect
the level to which new media is used. The test of hypothesis
was set at 5^ level of significance.
The researcher had difficulties in developing this in
strument. He spent much time looking through educational
testing literature to find something suitable for the study.
29b
Much time was equally spent getting fellow students and in
structors to help refine what was developed initially.
However, care should be taken in drawing conclusions from
the study since this instrument has not been extensively
validated.
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IV, FINDINGS
This study was designed to determine the congruency of in
structional media and techniques as taught and practiced in
Iowa. The area of particular interest was the Trade and Indus
trial division of the community colleges and vocational tech
nical schools.
The findings fall into three main sections. The first
section contains the findings about the level of relationship
between what university media and techniques instructors teach
and what community college instructors practice. The second
section determines whether certain variables like age, sex,
etc. influence the extent to which the new media and techniques
are used. The last section identifies the factors responsible
for nonuse of the particular media and techniques.
A. Congruency of Emphasis Placed on Instructional
Media and Techniques by University and
Community College Instructors
One hundred and twenty-two community college and eight
university media instructors returned usable questionnaires.
The t-test for uncorrelated data, separate variance formula,
was used to determine if there was any significant difference
between the mean scores of the two groups of subjects for each
of the 36 media, methods, and technical teaching skills selec
ted for the study. The 5^ level of significance was chosen
for the rejection of null hypothesis.
The scores for each medium and technique was determined
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as followsj
^ points for column 1 (highly emphasized or very fre-
frequently used)
3 points for column 2 (emphasized or fre(iuently used)
2 points for column 3 (occasionEilly used or recommended)
1 point for column 4 (rarely used or occasionally
recommended)
0 point for column 5 (not recommended or not used at all)
The frequency distribution for slides, for instance, was as
follows 1
12 3^5
38 32 32 8 12
and the total scores were calculated as follows:
2X = 4(38) + 3(32} + 2(32) + 1(8) + 0(12) = 320
=4^(38) + 3^(32) +2^(32) +1^(8) + 0^(12) = IO32
Following are some abbreviations used and their explanationi
SEm = standard error of mean difference
UI = university instructors
~ community college instructors
CI = confidence interval
> = greater than
< = less than
Ho = null hypothesis
The main findings of this section are as follows:
Generally, there was no significant difference between the
two groups on the emphasis placed on the use of the media.
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Both groups rated the use of the sophisticated media—computer
and closed circuit television—low. However, university in
structors tended to rate the use of the new media higher while
the community college instructors tended to emphasize more the
conventional ones.
There is significant difference in emphasis between the two
giroups on the use of the methods and technical teaching skills.
University instructors tended to emphasize more the use of the
progressive methods while the community college instjructors
used more often the conventional ones. The tables and the
brief comments that follow each table give the detailed results
of the 36 tests.
hypothesis isi There is no difference between
the mean level of emphasis placed on the use of the fol
lowing 36 media and techniques by university media in
structors and community college instructors.
Note I The hypothesis is accepted when the value of the
observed t is less than the value of tabulated t
Ct observed < t tabulated) and when the confidence
interval (CI) includes zero that is when the lower
limit IS negative. The hypothesis is rejected when
observed t value is greater than tabulated t value
tt observed > t tabulated) and when the lower limit
of the confidence interval is positive, i.e., when
tne confidence interval does not include zero.)!
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1. Closed-circuit television
Ho ^1 ~ ^2
n SX X
UI 8 10 1.25
CCI 122 100 0.89
t observed = 0,839
t tabulated = 2.I72
SEm = 0.^29
9595 CI = 0.36 + 0.932 = -0.57; 1,29
^o ^t includes zero.
Null hypothesis is accepted. The mean scores for both groups
are quite low.
2. Computer assisted instruction
Hoi = ^2
- 2 - -n (n-l)S'^ ^1-^2
^.5 5.5 0.786 0.66
1.18 20.82 0.172
t observed = 2.O89
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0. 562
95^ CI = 0.66 + 1.22 = -0.56; 1.88
"*^0 ^ "^^t includes zero. Null hypothesis is
accepted. The two groups have very low mean scores showing
low emphasis on the use of the above two media by both groups.
2 (2X)^
n (n-S)S^ ^1"^2
22 12.5 9.5 1.36 0.36
292 81.97 210.03 1.7^
n ZX X SX'
UI 8 6 0.75 10
CCI 122 12 0.09 22
3^
Hot ^1 = ^^2
n EX X
(2X)2
n (n-l)S^ *l-*2
UI
CCI
8
122
17
105
2.125
0.861
61
329
36.125
90.369
48.875
238.631
3.55 1.264
1.972
t observed = 1.86^
t tabulated = 2.173
SSm = 0.678
95$^ CX = 1,26^ + 1,47 = -0.206; 2.735
^ ^t includes zero. Null hypothesis is
accepted. It should be noted however that university instruc
tors tended to emphasize this medium more as would be seen
from the relatively high value of observed t.
Movies
Hoi = 1^2
2
n 2X X (n_i)s2 gZ X1-X2
8 17 12.13 ^^7 36.13 10
CCI 122 249 2.04 729 508.21 220.795 I.83
t observed = 0. IS-ff
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0.^57
95% ci = 0.084 + 0.993 = 0.909J 1.076
''1 includes zero. Null hypothesis is accepted.
1.55 0.084
5. Graphic materials
Hoi = tig
b EX X
2
EX"^
UI 8 16 2.00 40
CCI 120 263 2.156 735
35
iZX)^
.2 ^2n (n-l)S S ^i"*2
32 8 1.146 -0.156
t observed = 0.397
t tabulated = 2,173
SEm = 0.393
95^ CI = 0.156 + 0.854 = -0.698; 1.009
Null hypothesis is accepted.
6. Slides
Ho* \i^ = ^2
t £X 5c EX^ (n-l)S^ X^-Xg
UI 8 20 2.5 62 50 12 1.714 -0.123
CCI 122 320 2.623 1032 839.34 192,66 1.59
t observed = O.258
t tabulated = 2.I73
SSm := 0.477
95^ CI = 0.123 + 1.036 = -0.913; 1,159
t© < and CI includes zero.
Null hypothesis is accepted.
7. Audio cassette
Hoi
n EX X
36
Xi-Xg
^ 2 {txf 0
n (n-l)S^
55 36.13 18.88 2.7
737 468.21 268.79 2.22
® 2-125 . 0.166
CII 122 239 1.96
t observed = O.279
t tabulated = 2,173
SEm = 0.596
95^ CI = 0.166 + 1.29 = -l,124j 1.46
"^o t^ and CI includes zero.
Null hypothesis is accepted.
Mean scores for both groups are just below average.
Transparency
Hoi - ^2
n SX X ^ (n-l)s^
® 20 2.5 64 50 14 2 -0.254
CII 122 336 2.754 1088 925.377 162.623 1.344
t observed = O.498
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0.54
95^ CI = 0.254 + 1.107 = -0.853; 1.361
^0 <
CI contains zero.
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Null hypothesis is accepted. IVIean scores for both groups are
quite high, showing high emphasis on the use of transparency,
9- Still pictures
Hot = (ig
P (zx)^
^ X EX n (n-l)S *l"*2
® 1.5 jlf. 18 16 2.286 0.123
CCI 122 168 1.377 478 ZJl.Jkh 246.656 2.038
t observed = 0,22^5^-
t tabLilated = 2.173
SEm = 0.55
95% CI = 0.123 + 1.19/i. = -1.07; 1.317
"tjj < t^ and CI includes zero.
The null hypothesis was accepted.
Mean scores for both groups are however low, showing low
emphasis on the use of still pictures.
10. Community resources
Hoi
^^1 = ^^2
n SX X ^ (n-l)S^ x^-x^
® 2.875 79 66.125 12.875 1.839 O.596CII 122 278 2.279 760 633.475 126.525 1.046
t observed = 1.221
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0.it|.88
38
95^ CI = 0.596 + 1,06 = -0.^6; 1.656
^ contains zero. Null hypothesis is accep
ted. Mean scores are high, with that of university instruc
tors being noticeably higher than that of community college
instructors.
11. Models
Hoi = (ig
n ZX X
2 {zxf
n (n-l)S^ Xi-Xg
UI 8 23 2.875 75 66.125 8.875 1.268 0.752
CGI 122 259 2.123 797 549.84^ 247.156 2.043
t observed = I.796
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0./fl9
95^ CI = 0.752 + 0.91 = -0.158; 1.66
'''o *^t includes zero. Null hypothesis is
accepted, but the difference very narrowly misses
significance. The mean score for the university instructors
is noticeably higher, showing a little higher emphasis on the
use of models than the community college instructors do.
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12. ReaJ- things (real ob.iects)
Hoi = \^2
— 2 2 2 — —
n SX X 2X n (n-l)S ^l"*2
UI 8 16 2.00 54 32 22 2.1/^3 -1.23
CCI 122 39^4- 3.23 ll^ZZ 1272.426 149.574 1.236
t observed = 1.937
t tabulated = 2.173
SEm = 0.6348
95^ CI = 1.23 + 1.38 = -0.15j 2.61
t observed is very slightly lower than t tabulated. The
difference in mean scores very narrowly misses significance.
The mean score for community college instructors is observably
higher, indicating that they place slightly greater emphasis
on the use of real things than university instructors.
13» Specimens
Hoi = ^2
n
UI 8
X X X^
{Lxf
n (n-l)S^ X1-X2
14 1.75 36 24.5 11.5 1.632 -0.34
255 2.09 857 532.99 324.01 2.678
t observed = O.713
t tabiilated = I.98
SEm - 0.477
95?5 CI = 0.3^ ± 1.035 = -0.695j 1.375
40
anc CI incladcs zero.
Null hypothesis is accepted.
14. Textbooks
not ^1 = ^2
iW?n 2X X zy? n (n-l)S^ 3^ x^-SEg
8 21 2.625 71 55.125 15,875 2,268 -0.686
cci 122" kok 3.31 iif5ij. 1337.836 0.952
t observed = I.605
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0.539
95% CI = 0.865 ± 1.17 = -0.304; 2.026
^o ^ ^t includes zero. There is
no significant difference in the mean scores for the groups.
The mean score for both groups is, however, high, indicating
high emphasis on the use of textbooks, but community college
instructors place a slightly higher emphasis on the use of
textbooks.
15« Reference books
Ho:
n
^1 = ^^2
2 , -2X X n (n-l)S^ X,-X2
® 21 2.625 71 55-125 15-875 2.268 -0.686
CCI 122 ifO^ 3.31 l45i^ 1337-836 116.16'J- 0.952
t observed = 1.271
kl
t tabulated = 2,173
SEm = 0,5^•
95fo CI = 0.686 + 1.173 = -0.487; 1.859
t© ^ ^t includes zero. The null
hypothesis is accepted. As in the case of textbooks mean
scores are high for both groups with that for the community
college instructors being noticeably higher.
16. Journals and magiazines
Hoi = ^2
n SX X
2 (2X)^
n (n-l)S^ ^1"^2
UI 8 2/f 3. 00 86 72 14 2.00 -0.5
CCI 122 318 3. 50 1607 1494.5 112. 5 0,929
t observed = O.I85
t tabulated = 2,173
SEm = 0.578
95fo CI = 0.107 ± 1.255 = -l.l78j 1.362
*0 ^ ^t includes zero. The null
hypothesis is accepted.
17• Chalkboard
Hot
H
^2
n SX X LX^
UI 8 24 3.00 86
CCI 122 427 3.50 1607
n (n-l)S^ x^-x
72 14 2.00 -0.5
1^9'^.5 112.5 0.929
2
h2
t observed = 0.985
t tabulated = 2,173
SEm = 0.508
95^ CI = 0.5 ± 1.102 - -0.602; 1.602
< t^ and CI includes zero. The null
hypothesis is accepted. Mean scores are high for both groups.
18. Flannel board
n
UI 8
CGI 122
1 ~ ^2
2X X
(zxf
n (n-l)S^ ^1 ^2
13 1.625 31 21.125 9.875 1.411 1.33
36 0.29 104 10.623 93.377 0.772
t observed = 3«112
t tabulated = 2.173
SEm = 0.^2?
95^ CI = 1,33 ± 0.093 = 0.0^; 2.257
t^ > t^ and CI does not include zero.
The null hypothesis is rejected. University instructors place
far more emphasis on the use of flannel board than community
college instructors• The mean scores for both groups are
however low.
^3
19 • Bulletin board
Hot ^^1 = ^2
n 2X X
{^xf
n (n-l)S^ s2 X1-X2
UI 8 18 2.25 52 ^0.5 11.5 1.^^28 0,0205
OCX 122 272 2.23 872 666.426 265. 574 2.195
t observed = 0.0^6
t tabulated = 2.173
SEm =
95^ ci = 0.0205 ± 0,962 = -0,942; 0.982
^ '^ 't includes zero. The null
hypothesis is accepted. Both groups place average emphasis
on the use of bulletin boards.
20. Leo ture/demonstration
Ho*
(sx)^" X 2X^ n (n-l)S^ *1"*2
® 23 2.875 73 66.125 6.875 0.982 -0.7^!^
CCI 122 kkl 3.615 I667 1594'.107 72.893 0.602
t observed = 2.073
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0.357
95^ CI = 0.7k + 0.775 = -0.03J 1,515
tp < and CI includes zero. The null
hypothesis is accepted. Community college instructors place
noticeably more emphasis on the use of lecture/demonstration
if/f
than do university media instructors. Emphasis, however, was
high for both groups as the mean scores indicate.
21. Individualized instruction
Ho:
9 2 - -
UI 8 23 2.875 71 66.125 if-.875 0.696 0.834
CII 122 2^9 2,0^1 783 508.205 27-4-.795 2.271
t observed = 2.566
t tabulated = 2.I73
SSm = 0.325
95fo = 0.834 + 0.706 = 0.128j 1.5J^
^o ^ "^t does not include zero. Null hypothesis
is therefore rejected. University instructors emphasize
the use of individualized instruction more than do community
college instructors.
22. Small groun instruction
Ho I jj. 1 ^2
n EX X
2 (EX)2
n (n-l)S^ X1-X2
UI 8 22 2.75 74 60.5 13.5 I-929 -0.16
CGI 122 355 2.91 1253 1032.99 220.01 1.818
t observed = O.316
t tabulated = 2.I73
SSm = 0.506
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95^ Cl = 0.16 + 1.099 = -0.939; 1.26
"^Q and CI includes zero. The null
hypothesis is accepted. Both groups place high emphasis on
the use of small group instruction.
23. Simulation
Hot = p.2
.2 „2n SX X EX- n (n-l)S' s'
8 19 2.375 53 45.125 7.875 1.125 1.3914
CCI 122 120 0.984 372 118.328 253.967 2.099
t observed = 3.505
t tabulated = 2.I73
SSm = 0.397
95^ CI = 1.3914 + 0.862 = 0.529; 2.252
t^ > and CI does not include zero. Null hypothesis
is rejected. University instructors emphasize the use of
simulation much more than community college instructors.
24• Systematic planning with pro gram ob.jective
Ho: = II-
n SX X ZX^ (n-l)S^ X1-X2
UI 8 27 3.375 99 91.125 7.875 1.125 0.56
CCI 122 3/J.4 2.82 1222 969.967 252.033 2.O83
t observed = 1.398
t tabulated = 2.I73
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SEm = 0.397
95?S GI = 0,555 + 0.863 = -0.308; l.MS
t© < and CI includes zero. Null hypothesis is
accepted. Both groups place high emphasis on the use of
systematic program planning, v/ith university instructors
placing slightly higher emphasis than community college
instructors,
25- Unit planning with terminal objectives
^1 ^2
2 ? ?n ZX X EX'' n (n-l)S'^
8 27 3-375 99 91.125 7.875 I.125 0.656
CCI 122 328 2.689 1160 881.836 268.164 2.216
t observed = 1.724
t tabulated = 2.173
SEm = 0.398
95^ GI = 0.656 + 0.86 = -0.174f 1.546
< t^ and CI includes zero. The difference
narrowly missed significance. University instructors
tend to emphasize unit planning more than community college
instructors. Bmphasis is high in both groups however.
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26. Daily lesson plan
Ho( = (Xg
n 2X X
{zxf
n
UI 8 27 3.375 99 91.125
CII 122 326 2.672 1130 871.115
7.875 1.125 0.703
t observed = I.766
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0.398
95% CI = 0.703 + 0,S6^• = -0.161; 1.567
^o ^ "^t includes zero. Null hypothesis is
accepted, though the difference narrowly missed significance.
27* Role playing
2 „ „n ZX X n (n-DS^ X^-Xg
8 21 2.625 63 55.125 7.875 1.125 1.822
CII 122 98 0.803 266 78.72 187.28 1.548
t observed =
t tabulated =« 2.173
SEm = 0,392
95?^ CI = 1.822 + 0.851 = 0.968; 2.673
'^ 'o ^ does not include zero. Null hypothesis
is rejected. University instructors emphasize role playing
far more than community college instructors.
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28. Core curriculum approach
Ho: = ^2
n EX X tx^
UI 8 24 3.00 76
CCI 122 218 1.787 726
, 2 2n (n-DS"^ X^-X2
72 4 0.571 1.213
389.5^1 336.459 2.781
t observed = 4.042
t tabulated = 2,173
SEm = 0.30
95^ ci = 1.213 ± 0.65 = 0.563; 1.865
"^o ^ '^ 't include zero. Null hypothesis
is rejected. University instructors emphasize core curriculum
approach much more than do community college instructors.
29. Establishing a s^ during lecturing
Hoi
2 , ,n EX X EX'' n (n-l)S^
2 25 3.125 85 78.125 6.875 0.982 1.658
CCI 122 179 1.467 581 262.631 318.369 2.631
t observed = 4.364
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0.38
95f^ CI = 1.658 + 0.826 = 0,832; 2.483
"*^0 ^ "^t excludes zero. The null
hypothesis is rejected. Again university instructors emphasize
^9
the establishing of set far more than do community college
instructors.
Establishing appropriate frame of referenee
Ho:= |i^
2 2 2-n EX X n (n-l)S'^ x^-x^
UI 8 23 2.875 79 66.125 12.875 1-839 0.85
CCI 122 247 2.025 825 500.073 324.927 2.685
t observed = I.694
t tabulated - 2.I73
SEm = 0.502
95% CI'^ 0.85 ± 1.09 = -0.24; I.94
"^Q and CI includes zero. Null hypothesis is
accepted. The difference is noticeably but not statistically
significant.
31* Achieving closure
^01
n
(sx)^2X X SX n (n-l)S^ x^^
8 25 3.125 83 78.125 4,675 0.696 1.609
CGI 122 185 1.516 619 280.533 338.46? 2.797
t observed = 4.846
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0.332
95^ CI = 1.609 + 0.72 = 0.889: 2.33
^ ^t does not include zero.
-Xg
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The null hypothesis is rejected. University instructors
emphasize achievint: closure much more than community college
instructors.
32. Feedback
Ho*
2 „n 2X X ZX'^ n (n-l)S^
S 26 3.25 9/^ 84.5 9.5 1.357 0.504
CCI 122 335 2.746 1143 919.877 223,123 1.844
t observed = 1.173
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm =0.43
95?^ CI = 0.504 + 0.93^ = -0.43; 1.438
"^Q < t^ and CI includes zero. The
null hypothesis is accepted. Both groups place high emphasis
on the use of feedback.
33 • Reinforcement
^1"*2
UI
CCI
Hoj ^1 = ^2
n ZX X
80 20 2.5 70
122 208 1-75 668
n (n-l)S^ x^-xg
t observed = I.293
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0,615
50 20 2.857 0.795
354.623 313.377 2.59
51
CI = 0.795 + 1.336 = -0.5iH; 2.131
t < t. and CI includes zero.
o t
The null hypothesis is accepted.
3^' Repetition for reinforcinf key points
Hoj = lig
n SX X (n-l)S^ X^-Xg
UI 8 25 3.125 87 78.125 8.875 1.268 0.15
CCI 122 363 2.975 1283 1080.073 202.927 1.677
t observed = O.36I
t tabulated = 2.I73
SEm = 0.^15
95^ CI = 0.15 ± 0.902 = -0.752; 1.052
t < t. and CI includes zero. The null hypothesis is
0 t
accepted. Both groups emphasize highly the use of repetition
for reinforcing key points.
35« Illustrating and the use of examples
Ho I ^2
n X £X^ n {n-l)S^
8 27 3.375 101 91.125 9.875 1.411 0.236
CCI 122 383 3.139 1391 1203.369 188.631 1.559
t observed = 0.5^3
t tabulated = 2.I73
52
SEm = 0.435
95% CI = 0.236 + 0.945 = -0.709; 1.18
The null hypothesis is accepted. Illustrating and use of
examples are very highly emphasized.
36. Probing questions
Ho: (i, =
n XX
2
{2X)2
p
X 2X n
UI 8 26 3.25 94 8k. 5 9.5
CGI 122 362 2.967 1258 107^4..131 183.869
X^-Xg
1.357 0.283
t observed = O.663
t tabulated = 2.173
SEm = 0.427
95?^ CI = 0.283 ± 0.928 = -0.645; 1.211
^o ^ ^t includes zero. The
null hypothesis of no significant difference between means is
accepted. Both groups emphasize highly the use of probing
questions.
37. Summary of the data
The data for this section is summarized under the follow
ing headingsj
Table lA. New media
Table IB. Conventional media
Table 2A. New methods
Table 2B. Conventional method
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Table 3. Technical teaching techniques
Single asterisk placed by the side of observed t value indi
cates noticeable but not statistically significant difference.
Double asterisk indicates statistically significant difference
Table lA. New media
Media
Mean score
(X)
UI CGI
t-value
Tabu
lated Observed
Group
placing
higher
emphasis
Closed circuit
television 1.25 0.819 2.173 0.839
Computer assisted
instruction 0.75 0.09 2.173 2.089* UI
Multimedia
modules 2.125 0.861 2.173 1.864* UI
Slides 2.50 2.623 2.173 0.258
T ransparenc i e s 2.5 2.75^ 2.173 0.498
Flannel board 1.625 0.295 2.173 3.112** UI
Bulletin board 2.25 2.23 2.173 0.046
Journals and
magazines 2.5 2.607 2.173 0.185
Audio cassette 2.125 1.959 2.173 0.279
Community
resources 2.875 2.279 2.173 1.2213* UI
5^
Table IB. Conventional media
Media
Mean
(X
UI
score
)
GCI
t value
Tabu
lated Observed
Group
placing
higher
emphasis
Graphic
materials 2,00 2.156 2.173 0.397
Movies 2.125 2.041 2.173 0.18^).
Still pictures 1.50 1.377 2.173 0.244
Models 2.875 2.123 2.173 1.796* UI
Real things 2.00 3.23 2.173 1.937* CCI
Textbooks 2.625 3.49 2.173 I.605* GCI
Reference books 2.625 3.31 2.173 1.271* CCI
Chalkboard 3.00 3.5 2.173 0.985
Specimen 1.75 2.09 2.173 0.713
Table 2A. New methods
Method
Indivudalized
instruction
Simulation
Systematic
planning
Unit planning
Role playing
Core curriculum
Mean score
(x)
UI CGI
t value
Tabu
lated Observed
Group
placing
higher
emphasis
2.875 2.041 2.173 2.566** UI
2.375 0.984 2.173 3.305** UI
3.375 2.82 2.173 1.398* UI
3.375 2.689 2.173 1.724* UI
2.625 O.8O3 2.173 4.648** UI
3.00 1.787 2.173 4.042** UI
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Table 2B. Conventional methods
Kethod
Lecture/
demonstration
Small group
instruction
Mean score
(X)
UI CCI
2.875 3-615
2.75 2.91
t value Gro up
— placing
Tabu- more
lated Observed emphasis
2.173 2.073**
2.173 0.316
CCI
Table 3. Technical teaching skills
Skills
Establishing a
set
Frame of
reference
Achieving
closure
Providing
feedback
Using
reinforcement
Repetition
Illustrating
Probing
questions
Mean score t value Group
placing
UI CCI
Tabu
lated Observed
more
emphasis
3-125 1.^67 2.173 4,364** UI
2.875 2.024 2.173 1.694* UI
3.125 1.516 2.173 4.846** UI
3.25 2.746 2.173 1.173
2.5 1.705 2.173 1.293* UI
3.125 2.975 2.173 0.361
3-375 3.139 2.173 0.5^3
3.25 2.967 2.173 0.663
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38• Appropriateness of media and techniques taught by the
universities
In an answer to a questionnaire which requested the
instructors to rate the appropriateness of the media and
techniques taught by the universities, most of them rated
it average, as the data below showi
Appropriate Average Inappropriate
38f. 48.955 13.1^
In another questionnaire item which requested the instructors
to say which institution best prepared them for the media and
techniques they are using they responded as followsj
University Industry others
^3.5?^ /f7.5^ 9.0^
As can be observed in Table lA, new media, university
instructors placed significantly higher emphasis on the
use of one of the ten listed media, namely flannel board.
They also placed noticeably but not statistically higher
emphasis on three other media—multimedia modules. CAI, and
community resources. On the conventional media, Table IB,
community college instructors placed noticeably but not
significantly higher emphasis on the use of three out of the
none listed media—real things, textbooks, and reference books
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The difference in emphasis seems stronger on the methods
included in Tables 2A and 2B. University instructors empha
sized the new methods—individualized instruction, simulation,
role playing and core curriculum approach while community
college instructors emphasized lecture/demonstration. In the
teaching skills in Table 3. university instructors placed
greater emphasis than community college instructors on the
use of establishing set and achieving closure.
The tables also revealed that the mean scores for
flannel board and the two most sophisticated new media—closed
circuit television and computer--are very low for both groups
indicating low emphasis on their use. The mean scores for
community college instructors were equally low on such new
methods and skills as simulation (0.984). role playing
(0.803), establishing set (1.46?), achieving closure (I.576),
and reinforcement (I.705).
Most of the instructors rated what the universities
teach as of average appropriateness.
B. Influence of Some Variables Within Community
College Instructors on the Extent to Whieh
the New Media and Techniques are Used
Hypotheses were tested to determine whether such variables
as type of teacher preparation, sex, age, length of teaching
experience of instructors, and size of school had any influ
ence on the extent to which the new media and techniques were
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used. Scores for the new methods, new media and teaching
skills were combined for the test of hypotheses. Analysis of
variance, one way classification, was used. Results are
presented below.
1. Type of teacher preparation
The hypothesis that there were no significant differences
between the mean scores of teachers who received their train
ing in a ^-year industrial education program and those who
received theirs through short summer and extension courses
on the extent to which the media, new methods and technical
teaching skills were tested. The subjects included 35 four-
year industrial education program teachers and 8? teachers
who received their courses by other means.
The analysis shows no statistically significant differ
ence in the mean scores of the two groups. The figures,
however, did show constant tendency for the teachers who went
through the 4-year industrial education program to use the
new media more frequently than those who attended short in
tensive Slimmer and extension courses. Figures are presented
in the following tables.
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Table 4. (a) New media
n 2X Zy? X x,-Xo S^. Sda ^2
4-year
I. Ed.
program 35 58-375 185-875 1.668 0.185 2,55^ 0.32
Short term
courses 87 129 ^09.25 1.4828
t observed = 0,597
t tabulated = I.98
GI = -0.449; 0.819
Null hypothesis is accepted.
(b) New method
4-year
I.Ed.
program 35 76.6 253.4 2.189 0.451 2.735 0.331
Short term
courses 67 151.2 505.2 1.7379
t observed = I.363
t tabulated = I.98
GI = -0.204; 1.106
Null hypothesis is accepted.
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Table (Continued)
(c) Skills
n SX x X^-X2
w
Sd
4-year
I.Sd.
program 35 86 295 2.457 0,20 2.623
Short
intensive
courses 87 196.75 676 2.26
t observed = O.6I7
t tabulated = I.98
ci = -0.45, 0,832
Null hypothesis is accepted.
0.324
2. Sex
In testing the hypothesis of no difference between the
mean scores of males and females on the extent to which the
new media, methods and teaching skills were used, no signifi
cant difference was discovered in all three areas. The tables
below show the data.
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Table 5* (a) New media
X zx2 X^-Xg Sd
Females 18 27.125 1.50? 87.625 -0.03^ 2.56 0.408
r.ales 104 160.25 1-541 50?. 5
t observed = 0.07
t tabulated =1.98
CI = -0.774; 0.842
Null hypothesis is accepted.
(b) New methods
Females 18 37-2 2,067 130 O.234 2.77 0.424
Kales 104 190.6 1.833 628.6
t observed = O.552
t tabulated = I.98
CI = -0,605; 1.074
accepted, but females have a
slightly higher mean.
(c) Technical teaching skills
Females 18 39-5 2.194 128.75 -0.145 3.371 0.409
riales 104 243.25 2,339 932.25
t observed = 0.309
t tabulated =1,98
CI = -0.784; 1.074
Null hypothesis is accepted.
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In the following three variables, three groups were
involved. The test of LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE (LSD) was
used instead of confidence interval to determine whether the
mean differences are significant.
3. Ap;e
The subjects for the study include people ranging in age
from under 25 to over 50- They were divided into three groups
as follows*
Group 1 20-3^ n = 38
Group 2 35-5^ n = 5^
Group 3 55 and over n = 30
Total = 122
The test of hypotheses of no significant difference in the
mean scores showed that generally there was no significant
difference in the average level of emphasis placed on the use
of the new mediai methods and skills by the three age groups.
However, least significant difference test on the use of
multimedia module revealed that instructors in the middle age
group (35-5^) used the multimedia module more frequently than
those in the upper age group (55 and over) (LSD = 0.6,
observed mean difference = 0.873)' Also instructors in
lower age range (3^ and under) tend to use simulation more
often than those in the upper age range. The data in Table 6
show these clearly.
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Table 6, (a) Media
Age range ri ZX- X ZX^/ri
34 and under 38 61,5 1.618 194.25 99.53
35-5^ 54 83 1.537 263.5 127.57
55 and over 30 42,875 1.429 137.375 61.276
Totals 122 187.375 595.125 288.376
ANOVA
Source df ss MS F
Treatment 2 0.601 0.3 0.117
Error 119 306. 7-^- 2.578
Total 121 307.3^5
LSD for groups 1 and 3 = 0.7?6
Observed difference = 0.189
The null hypothesis is accepted.
(b) Multimedia module
Age range
0-34
35-5^
55 and over
Totals
ri
38
30
122
2X
32
67
11
110
0.8^2
1.24
0.367
108
194
23
325
26.947
83.13
4.03
114.07
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Table 6. (Continued)
ANOVA
Source df SS MS F
Treatment 2 14.927 7.464 4.212*»
Error 119 210.89 1.772
Total 121 225.82
Age range
LSD for groups 1 and 3 = 0.6^3
Observed difference = 0.475
Null hypothesis is accepted.
LSD for groups 2 and 3 = 0.60
Observed difference = 0.873
Null hypothesis is rejected. Group 2 places greater
emphasis on the use of modules than group 3.
(c) New methods
ri SX/ri
0-34
35-5^
55 and over
Totals
38
5^
30
122
77.2
102
48.6
227.8
2,032
1.69
1.62
253.6
344
161
756.6
156.84
192.67
78.73
428,24
ANOVA
Source df SS MS F
Treatment 2 2.89 1.445 0.521
Error 119 330.36 2.776
Total 121 333.25
6/f
Table 6. (Continued)
LSD for groups 1 and 3 = 0.801
Observed mean difference = 0.^12
Null hypothesis is accepted.
(d) Simulation
Age range ri sx. X ^^ij (£X)Vri
0-3^ 38 5^ 1.42 179 76,7k
35-5^ 5^ 0.875 138 35.88
55 and over 30 22 0.733 6k 16.13
Totals 122 120 372 128.72
Treatment MS = 5.35
Error MS = 2.0^-5
F (observed) = 2.616
F (tabulated) = 3.67
LSD for groups 1 and 3 = 0.69
Observed difference = 0.68?
The difference very narrowly misses significance
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Table 6, (Continued)
(e ) Technical teaching skills
Age range ri EX. X lixVri
0-34 38 90.875 2.39 306.625 217.32
35-54 5^ 120.625 2.31 ^27.125 269.45
55 and over 30 67.25 2.24 237.25 150.75
Totals 122 278.75 971 637.52
Treatment MS = 0.3II
Error MS = 2,8
F observed = 0.11
F tabulated = 3,07
Null hypothesis is accepted.
Teaching experience
The teaching experiences of the subjects ranged from
under 5 years to over I5 years, and they were grouped as
follows t
1. 0-5 years n = ^2
2. 6-14 years n = 65
3- 15 years and over n = 15
The test of hypothesis shows no significant difference
among instructors of the various teaching experiences on the
extent to which the new media, methods and skills are used.
Instructors of middle and lower ranges of teaching experience
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tend to use the new methods and skills more frequently than
those of longest teaching experience, although the difference
was not statistically significant. See the following table.
Table ?• (a) New media
experience ri zx- X 2X?Ai
0-5 years 42 64 1.524 198 97.52
6-lk 65 101.63 1.55^ 332.75 158.89
15 and over 15 20.5 1.36 61.25 28.02
Totals 122 186.13 592 284.43
Treatment MS = O.238
Error MS = 2.58
F observed = 0.092
P tabulated = 3.07
Null hypothesis is accepted.
(b) New methods
Length of
experience ri ZX- X
0
zx. .
ij
2X'/ri
0-5 years 42 79.4 1.89 258.2 150.104
6-14 65 124 I.9O8 424.4 236.55
15 and over 15 24 1.60 76 38.4
Totals 122 227.4 758.6 425.054
Treatment J/IS = 0.590
6?
Table ?• (Continued)
Error MS = 2,803
F observed = O.213
F tabulated = 3.07
LSD for groups 2 and 3 = O.95
Xg-X^ = 0.30
Null hypothesis is accepted.
(c) Technical teaching skills
Length of
experience ri 2X' X
i j £X?/ri
0-5 years 42 102.4 2,438 344.38
6-14 65 155.13 2,386 542.38 370.21
15 and over 15 25.25 1.683 84.25 42.504
Totals 122 282.75 971 662.254
Treatment MS = 3.^73
Error KS = 2.595
F observed = 1.339
F tabulated = 3.O7
LSD for groups 1 and 3 = O.959
SE^-x^ = 0.755
The difference is observable but misses signifi
cance. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.
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5« Size of school
Schools from where the study was done were grouped into
three sizes as follows:
1. Small size under 1000 n = 37
2. Medium size 1001-2000 n = 45
3- Large size 2001 and over n = 40
The hypothesis tested was that there was no significant
difference in the extent to which the new media, methods and
teaching skills were used by instructors from small, medium
and large schools. The test showed no significant difference
in the use of the new media as a whole but LSD test showed
small size schools used multimedia modules to a greater extent
than the large schools (ISD = 0.618; = O.899). But
large schools tended to use closed circuit television more
but not to a statistically significant difference level
(LSD = 0,553; = 0.^67). The following data reveal the
details.
Table 8, (a) New media
School size ri 2X' X.
2
2X7 .
1.1
SX./ri
Small 37 56 1.51^ 173.25 8k.76
Medium 45 70.75 1.572 227.5 111.2^
Large J^O 60.88 1.522 19'J-.63 92.6^
Totals 122 187.63 595.38 288.636
Treatment MS = 0.43
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Table 8. (Continued)
Error MS = 2.576
F observed = 0,0167
Null hypothesis is accepted.
The data for multimedia is as follows:
School size Mean score (x)
Small 1.32'tf
Medium O.867
Large 0.425
Treatment MS = 7-773
Error MS = I.875
F observed = 4.146**
F^tabulated = 3.07
Sd = 0.303
LSD for large and small schools = 0,618
Observed difference (Xg-Xj^) = 0.899
Null hypothesis is rejected. Small schools use
multimedia to a larger extent than large schools.
The data for CCTV is as followsi
School size Mean score (x)
Small 0.514
Medium O.733
Large 1,20
Treatment MS = 4.795
Error MS = I.651
F observed = 2.905
F_tabulated = 3.07
Sd = 0.293
LSD for large and small schools = O.553
Observed mean difference (Xj^-Xg)=0.467
The difference very narrowly missed signifi
cance. Null hypothesis is accepted.
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Table 8. (Continued)
(b) New methods
School size ri zx- X- £X./ri
Small 37 73*2 1.978 244.4 144.82
Medium 78.2 1.938 297.2 168.97
Large 40 67.4 1.685 217 113.57
Totals 122 227.8 1.867 758.6 42.36
Treatment MS = I.005
Error MS = 2.784
F observed = O.36I
P tabulated =3.07
Sd = 0.38
LSD for large and small schools = O.75
Observed mean difference (Xg-Xj^) = 0,293
Null hypothesis is accepted.
(c) Technical teaching skills
School size ri ZX- X. £X^
i j
2X./ri
Small 37 91.875 2.483 314.13 288.14
Medium 45 99.5 2.21 340 220.01
Large 40 91.25 2.28 316.5 208.17
Totals 122 282.625 970,625 656.32
Treatment MS = 0.789
Errxjr MS = 2. 64
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Table 8. (Continued)
F observed = 0.299
F tabulated = 3.0?
Sd for medium and small = 0,j6l
LSD for medium and small = O.7I3
Mean difference (xg-3cjj) = O.273
LSD > d
Null hypothesis is accepted.
C. Reasons For Not Using the Least Used
Media, Methods and Skills
Ten out of the thirty-six of the media, methods, and
teaching skills were identified as least used. The least used
strategies are all the progressive or comparatively new ones.
Table 9 shows the number and percentage of the subjects using
and those not using the strategies.
The three main reasons given for not using the strategies
include "lack of equipment", "not suitable", and "lack of
knowledge of how to use the strategies". Other reasons in
clude lack of time, and lack of encouragement by the school.
Lack of encouragement by the school is included under lack of
equipment. Table 10 shows the percentage of people giving
each type of reason and for each strategy.
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Table 9* The least used strategies
Number Percentage
Strategy Using
Not
using Using
Not
using
Closed circuit television
Computer assisted instr.
Multimedia modules
Flannel board
Simulation
Role playing
Establishing a set
Achieving closure
Core curriculum
Reinforcement
7
38
16
47
44
61
62
72
72
78
115
84
106
75
78
61
60
50
50
36
5.7
31
13
38.5
36
50
50.8
59
59
64
94.3
69
87
61.5
64
50
49.2
41
41
Table 10. Reasons for not using the least used strategies
Strategy-
Closed circuit television
Computer assisted instr.
Modules
Flannel board
Simulation
Role playing
Establishing a set
Achieving closure
Core curriculum
Reinfo rcement
Reasons for not using^ i%)
LE LK NS Total
67 13 20 100
82.6 7 10.4 100
25.5 21 50.5 100
64 - 36 100
- 40 60 100
10 53.8 36.2 100
- 98.4 1.6 100
- 96.7 3.3 100
- 92 8 100
100 100
^ = lack of equipment; LK = lack of knowledge of how to
use strategy; NS = strategy not suitable for teaching one's
course.
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Instructors who used teacher-made software materials
(transparencies, slides etc.) were more in number than those
who used commercially made ones, as the following data showi
Percentage using
Teacher- Commercially
made made
Transparency 67.6 32,U
Slides 59.3 40.7
Models 54 46
Pictures 78.2 21.8
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V. DISCUSSION
The objective of this study was to find out how much
agreement there is between instructional media and techniques
taught at the universities and those practiced by community
college and vocational technical school instructors in Iowa.
Questionnaire was used to collect data for this study. The
questionnaire mailed to community college and university media
instructors requested the subjects to indicate the level of
emphasis they placed on each of a list of 36 media, methods,
and teaching skills. The community college instructors
included 35 instructors who attended a four-year industrial
education course and 87 instructors who received their media
and methods training through short intensive summer and ex
tension courses.
The data showed a reasonably high level of agreement on
the use of media between the two groups. Of the I9 media
listed, there was no significant difference in emphasis on 11,
there was a noticeable but not statistically significant dif
ference in emphasis on 7, and there was significant difference
in emphasis on one, namely the use of the flannel board. The
community college instructors tended to emphasize more the
conventional type media including real things, textbooks,
reference books and chalkboards. University instructors em
phasized more the progressive media such as the computer,
multimedia module, flannel board, closed circuit television
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and community resources. The reasons most community college
instructors gave for not usinc the computer, closed circuit
television and flannel board was "lack of equipment". In these
cases, the difference in emphasis may not be attributable to
the instructors' unfavorable attitude to the particular media.
It would rather be attributed to the inability or unwillingness
of the college administration to provide the equipment.
The reasons most often given for not using community re
sources was a "lack of time". This is either due to the lack
or unwillin^piess on the part of some teachers
to depart from the time-honored methods.
The use of multimedia module still remains a contr*oversial
issue. Even the university instructors disagree sharply on
the extent to which it should "be used. Three of the eight
instructors, mostly from one of the two universities, placed
high emphasis on its use while three of them, mainly from
the other university, do not use it at all. Most of the
community college instructors who do not use it describe it as
"unsuitable" for their course. It should be remembered that
in the review of literature Finch (1974) was quoted as saying
that programmed materials are best used for achieving classroom-
type cognitive objectives, and not quite suitable for achieving
higher order learning principles and complex psychomotor ac
tivity. Silvius and Bohn (1976) also pointed out that learning
packages are better for adults (mostly in industry and govern
ment) who have had initial training but want to advance in
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their course. All these observations point to the fact
that there is urgent need for comprehensive research on the
effectiveness of modules in vocational technical education.
Before this is done, the researcher recommends that
modules should be used with care in technical schools. Prac
tical skills cannot be acquired from pages of books or
pamphlets. All other means used to teach these skills should
be supplements to the demonstration of these skills by the
expert for students to imitate. Multimedia modules and other
aids to individualized instruction should be available for
individuals who have had initial training and can work on
their own. It seems then that students in their second or
third years could benefit more than beginners. Upper ability
level students can start using it earlier than average and
lower ability students. Allowing students to start on
modules too early could lead to accidents and frustration
and possibly attrition, which is one of the problems vocational
education wants to solve.
In the methods and technical teaching skills, the level of
agreement between the two groups being studied is low. Uni
versity instructors tend to emphasize the progressive methods
like tutoring, simulation, role playing, systematic program
planning and the technical teaching skills like establishing
set, achieving closure etc. Community college instructors,
on the other hand, prefer to continue with lecture and demon
stration. The reasons mostly given by those who do not use
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individualized instruction include "lack of time" and "not
suitable". The first reason could be considered tangible
if an instructor has too many students to teach at a time.
The second reason—not suitable—is obviously not realistic.
Psychology has proved beyond doubt that individuals differ
in many ways including learning abilities and interests,
and that group instruction caters best to the average
students.
The reasons given for not using simulation, role
playing, and the technical skills are "not suitable" and
"lack of knowledge of how to use the method or skill". The
first reason again seems illogical. Simulation and role
playing are ways of trying to create real life situations
in the classroom. Establishing set means establishing a
rapport between the teacher and students so that the students
get totally involved in the lesson. Establishing a frame
of reference aims at leading the students to see a concept
from several appropriate points of view and thereby deepen
their understanding of the concept. Achieving closure tries
to tie together the purposes, principles and major concepts
of a lesson so that the student can relate the new knowledge
to past experience. These are appropriate tools for effective
interpersonal communication. It seems unrealistic to view
them as unsuitable even by teachers who use lecture/
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demonstration as a major method of instruction.
Lack of knowledge of how to use these methods and
skills seems to be the appropriate reason why the instructors
concerned are not using them. Available data in this survey
showed that teachers who received their training through
the four-year industrial education program tended to use the
new media to a greater extent than those who received their
training by the alternative method. This point raises the
question of the effectiveness of the short intensive summer
and extension courses. The researcher attended these two
types of courses. From his observation these short courses
have a lot of shortcomings. In the summer course, the 30
clock hours crowded into two weeks seems to make effective
learning difficult for students. Too many concepts are
handed out at a time that one hardly learns any of them well.
There is not enough time for practical application. In the
extension courses done outside the campus, most of the
topics which should be best taught at the media center are
taught theoretically and some students do not have any
access to a media center. What is more, some students
seem to be more interested in getting the grades to fulfill
the requirements of the Department of Public Instruction
than in getting anything from the course. This fact was
gathered during the researcher's conversation with some of
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the students. Another fact that supports this observation
about the attitude of the instructors to the summer and ex
tension courses is that, in an answer to a questionnaire in
which the instructors were requested to state which institu
tion best prepared them for the method they are using, ^7.5^
stated the industry, 9^ stated other institutions, while only
^3-55^ stated the universities.
The university instructors themselves do not agree on
particular methods and techniques to teach. Community college
instructors who received a course from a university media in
structor who does not teach simulation, for instance, are not
likely to know how to use simulation. Chances are therefore
that these students are not exposed to as many techniques
as they are supposed to. These observations seem to strengthen
the fact that lack of knowledge of how to use the strategies
concerned could be the major reason why the instructors con
cerned are not using them.
Data available from the study indicate that generally
variables including sex, age, etc. do not have any significant
influence on the extent to which the new media are used.
However, there were some observable trends. Teachers who
attended the four-year industrial education course tended
to use the progressive media to a greater extent than those
who had the summer and the extension courses. The reason may
be that the former had a longer training period and so had
more opportunity to get used to the new media and techniques
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than the latter. They have practiced the use of the new tech
niques under the supervision of university instructors during
their practice teaching periods. This is an indication of the
superiority of the four-year program to the short intensive
summer and extension programs.
Another apparent trend was that lower and middle age
group instructors tended to use the new media more often than
those in the upper age group. In fact the middle age group
instructors indicated use of multimedia module significantly
more often than the upper age group did. This trend was
noticed, although to a lesser extent, in teaching experience.
The reason might be that the younger persons often tend to be
more adventurous than their elders. So they are often excited
about innovations. One may not be surprised to see them go
back to the time-honored lecture method as they become older.
It was noticed that small size schools tended to use
modules to a greater extent than large size schools while
large size schools showed tendency to use the sophisticated
expensive media. This is probably due to the high purchasing
power of the large schools.
As has been pointed out earlier, the reasons most often
given for not using certain strategies include lack of time
lack of equipment not suitable, and lack of knowledge of how
to use some strategies. Both the administration, the community
college and the university media instructors have contributed
to these problems. The administration may have failed to
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supply necessary equipment when they were requested to do so.
The instructors have not made time available due to lack of
proper preplanning. Both the community college and university
instructors may have contributed to lack of knowledge of how
to use the least used strategies. The universities may have
planned the courses in such a way that the community college
instructors did not benefit from the course. The instructors
themselves may have demonstrated lack of seriousness in learn
ing the new strategies.
Most instructors indicated they used teacher-made soft
ware (transparencies, slides etc.) more often than commercially
made ones. Most teachers who used teacher-made software said
they were more relevant to their lessons. This sounds reason
able when one remembers that no two teachers present the same
lesson in exactly the same way. Also local conditions like
size of school, type of students, equipment available etc.
often determine the type of media to be used. What is more,
course contents change often in response to the changing needs
of the society. This is particularly so with vocational tech
nical education because industry which is the largest single
employer of products of technical schools change production
techniques fast. Instructional media instructors should there
fore lay more emphasis on techniques of producing teacher-made
materials than on the use of commercially made ones.
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VI. APPLICATION TO NIGERIAN SITUATION
Nigeria is in the process of developing a sound voca
tional technical education program which will help her correct
the imbalance that has been existing in her education system.
The existing technical and trade schools are being modernized
and expanded while some new ones are being set up. Technical
Teacher Education Departments existing in one of the country's
universities and in some colleges of technology are also re
ceiving strong support, financially and otherwise, from both
state and federal governments.
Many of the instructional media and methods discussed in
this paper can be usefully applied in the developing technical
education programs. The expensive instructional equipment like
the computer will obviously have no incremental validity in
Nigerian schools at present. Closed-circuit television may
also be too expensive for the trade and technical schools, but
it will find effective application in the technical teacher
education departments. It is already being used for micro-
teaching in one of the country's colleges of education. It is
a very effective medium in helping teachers develop the tech
nical teaching skills discussed in Chapter IV of this paper.
It is the intention of the researcher to help introduce it in
the Department of Technical Teacher Education, Institute of
Management and Technology. Enugu. where he is a member of the
staff.
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The other teaching aids like the super 8 slide and loop
projectors will hopefully be within the purchasing power of
the trade and technical schools and these will be used as aids
to individualized and small group instiructions.
From all indications, lecture/demonstration has not been
and may not be entirely replaced by any other method in voca
tional education. It has to go hand in hand with individual
ized instruction. Overhead and 16 mm projectors are effective
aids to lecture/demonstration. They also are within the pur
chasing power of at least large trade and technical schools.
The multimedia module is still a controversial aid. How
ever, it has some obvious advantages. Well-prepared modules
could be used together with the projectors mentioned above
by students who can work on their own. It will be especially
useful for adults who attend the extramural evening classes.
The new teaching methods like simulation and role playing are
very essential in Nigeria. This is because the cooperative
education program which will give students real-life experi
ences in their courses is not yet well developed in the country.
For all the media and methods mentioned above to be ef
fectively used in the trade and technical schools, there must
be teachers trained to use them. For the teachers to receive
effective training in the use of the media, there must be
media centers where all the equipment are available. Nigerian
teacher training institutions, therefore, need well-equipped
media centers. It will be the concern of the researcher
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to help establish media centers not only in his institution
but also in all other institutions in the country that are
willing to do so.
8J^
VII, SUMMARY
The main objective of this study was to identify the
extent to which media and techniques taught at the universi
ties are practiced at the community college and vocational
technical schools in Iowa. A secondary objective was to find
out whether certain variables in the colleges influence the
extent to which the new media are practiced. The main find
ings are as follows:
1. There was a high degree of consistency between the
instructional media and methods taught by university instruc
tors and those practiced by community college instructors.
However, university instructors tended to emphasize more the
use of the progressive media while community college instruc
tors seemed to use more of the conventional ones.
2. The suitability of the multimedia module in vocational
technical education is still a controversial issue. The uni
versity instructors showed contradicting views while many
community college instructors believe it is not suitable for
their courses.
3' There is significant difference between the methods
and skills taught by the university instructors and those prac
ticed by community college instructors. The university profes
sors emphasize more the progressive methods while the community
college teachers apply more of the traditional methods.
The reasons most often given for not using the least
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used strategies includei
(a) "Lack of equipment" for use with some of the new media.
(b) "Not suitable" for modules in particular,
(c) Lack of knowledge of how to use the strategy" for
most of the new methods and technical teaching skills,
(d) "Lack of time" for individualized instruction and use
of community resources.
5- For all practical purposes, the size of the school and
the age, sex, type of teacher preparation, and teaching experi
ence of instructors did not have any significant influence on
the extent to which the media, techniques and skills were used,
but certain trends tended to be apparent,
(a) Instructors who attended the four-year industrial
education program tended to use the new strategies
to a greater extent than those who received their
training in media and techniques through the summer
extension courses.
(b) Instructors in the lower and middle age group tended
to use the new media to a greater extent than those
in the upper age group. The same trend seemed
apparent in length of teaching experience.
6. Instructors used more of teacher-made instructional
materials than commercially made materials (especially software).
7. University methods instructors indicated varying posi
tions on the emphasis which should be given to some media and
methods.
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS
The main reasons why some community college instructors
do not apply some of the new media they are supposed to have
learned from the universities could be summarized under three
headings as followsi
1. Lack of equipment for some of the media and methods.
2. The unfavorable attitude of some teachers to some
of the new techniques.
3- Lack of knowledge of how to apply some of the media
and techniques.
The equipment most subjects complained were not available
are the two sophisticated and costly ones—computer terminals
and closed circuit television. These two media have obvious
applications in vocational technical education. Lectures
stored on discs for use on computer terminals could be used in
the absence of the teacher by the students who can work on
their own. Moreover, the computer is now so sophisticated
that it can perform many of the instructional functions of the
teachers which no other instructional medium can do at present.
The computer can teach, interact with, and evaluate students
in the absence of the teacher. PLATO IV terminals can make
available for students lectures that are prepared by experts
in other institutions. The closed circuit television is ef
fective in its own way. With it, lectures being given by a
teacher in one classroom can be received by students in other
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classrooms where TV monitors within the closed circuit are
available. Lectures could be stored on magnetic tapes for
individualized instruction.
However, the cost of these two gadgets are still too high
for most medium and small size schools. A closed circuit
television kit--camera, video recorder and monitor—will cost
over $2000 while a computer tezroinal will cost about $5000,
This means that they are still out of reach of many schools
and so do not have incremental validity. The best advice
that can be given now is that those schools who can afford
them should buy them, but those who cannot should use the
less costly media.
From the response given by instructors the less costly
equipment like the projectors are by no means in sufficient
supply. University media instructors should therefore be in
constant contact with administrators of the school to help
them appreciate the importance of this equipment. This might
make them heed the requests of their instructors for the
supply of the needed equipment.
The unfavorable attitude of some instructors to some of
the new media and techniques seems to be a big problem. As
mentioned earlier, some of them have described the new methods
like simulation, individualized instruction and most of the
technical teaching skills as unsuitable for their course.
The advantages of these new media and methods have been ex
plained in the discussion section. Most of the new equipment
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like slide and loop projectors, super 8 film projectors and
even the computer and the CCTV are all designed for individu
alized instruction. Using them to assist in lecture/demon
stration as instructors seem to be doing is a wrong applica
tion which limits their incremental validity. Therefore,
while administrators are being encouraged to supply the equip
ment instructors must be made to use them. The researcher,
however, does not know the school supervision system in this
state, but will recommend that the Department of Public In
struction which requires the instructors to take courses in
media and methods should also require them to apply what
they have learned.
Lack of knowledge of some of the strategies has been
advanced as one of the main reasons for failing to apply them.
This is a problem the university instructors should address
themselves to. The short intensive course programs should be
re-evaluated with the aims of lengthening the period for the
summer courses in particular. The summer course should last
for at least five to six weeks. The extension courses need
to be taken more seriously. Centers for the courses should be
near instructional media centers. An additional approach the
researcher may suggest is that instructors have some practice
teaching periods under the supervision of the university
instructors. They could do this in their own schools but the
important thing is that a media and methods expert should see
them apply the techniques they are taught. This is one of the
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most effective ways of making sure that the instructors
understand what is being talked about. Knowledge should not
be assumed acquired until it is applied.
Available data revealed that media instructors even from
the same university disagreed sharply on the emphasis placed
on some of the media and methods. While one would not expect
all the media instructors to teach exactly the same thing, it
is necessary that each university should have major require
ments for each of these courses. The questionnaire was com
piled from programs received from the two universities, but
it was noticed that some instructors did not agree with more
than half of what is in their department's program. One
teacher in one of the universities checked "not taught" for
almost all the new media. This could be a major contribution
to the fact that many instructors did not know how to use some
of the new media and techniques.
It is necessary that media instructors in each university
should agree at least in principle on which media and tech
niques to teach. Constant evaluations of these programs by
joint effort will make for greater effectiveness in media and
methods instruction.
Generally speaking, the Iowa State vocational technical
education system, compared with other areas, is doing well in
the use of the new media and techniques. The system has much
to offer and the researcher hopes to make good use of the
experience and information gathered from this study.
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XI. APPENDIX A. A LETTER OF REQUEST FOR MEDIA AND METHODS
PRODUCTION TO THE HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY. UNI
Date: June 8, 1976
To; Mr. Arnold Freitag
From: WllllaBi D» Wolansky
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Arnold, one of our Nigerian Graduate etudenta, Iroabueke Eleckwa, wants
to conduct research and methods and materials employed by Vocational
Technical Teachers in Iowa.
Would it be possible for him to obtain a copy of your modules for the
Methods and Techniques as he develops his instrument for research?
I'm certain that he vould pay you or return the copy as soon as he
completes his instrument.
I vould appreciate any help you might offer to him,.
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XII. APPENDIX B. LETTER OF RESPONSE BY THE HEAD OF DEPART
MENT OF INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY, UNI
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA • Cedar Falls. Iowa 50613
Department of
Industrial Technology
June 30, 1976
Mr. Iroabueke Eleckwa, Graduate Student
Department of Industrial Education
Iowa State University
Ames, lA 50010
Dear Mr. Eleckwa,
Dr. Wolansky has requested a copy of modules for Methods of Teaching
Trade and Technical Courses for your use in developing a research
instrument. These materials have been prepared in limited quantity
to meet the demands of students enrolled in the course. I am providing,
in lieu, a bound set of Sample Module Components. I hope these extracts
will provide you with the information you need. The materials need
not be returned.
Best wishes,
Arnold J. Freitag
bb
cc: Wolansky
Enclosure: TEC-PAK Sample Module Components
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XIII. APPENDIX C. LETTER OF GRATITUDE TO THE HEAD, DEPART'
MENT OF INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY, UNI
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6169 Buchanan Hall
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa 50013
July 15, 1976
The Head
Department of Industrial Education
University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613
Dear Sir:
RE: Acknowledgment of Receipt of Sample Module Components
I wish to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of the Sample Module
Components you mailed to me at Dr. Wolensky's request. I thank you very
much for taking the time and trouble to prepare and send the module
component to me.
Please, I shall soon send you some copies of my study questionnaire
which I would like your methods instructors to fill out and return to me.
I hope you will respond in the same manner you did to the first request.
Thanks for your cooperation.
Yours sincerely,
jv(
Iroabucke Elekwa
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XIV. APPENDIX D. INTRODUCTORY LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE TO
COMMUNITY COLLEGE INSTRUCTORS
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Iowa State UmVcrstt^ of Science and Technology Ill Ames, Iowa 50011
College of Education
Induslriu) Education
Teleph«)ne5l5-294-l033
June 14, 1976
Bear Sir;
I am conducting a study to determine the degree of relationship between
Instructional Techniques and Media taught in the Universities and those
practiced in Community Colleges and Technical Schools in Iowa, The
information obtained from this study will be of importance to Industrial
Education Department in planning their Instructional Media and Methods
in such a way that what is taught agrees with what is practicable in
actual classroom situations.
This study is a major part of my Master's Degree program at Iowa State
University and is being conducted under the Supervision of the Department
of Industrial Education, Iowa State University,
As a Vocational Technical Education teacher, your cooperation is required.
Please complete and return the enclosed questionnaire today.
Thank you for your cooperation.
W, D, Wolansky
Professor and Head of D
Industrial Education
artment
Sincerely yours,
fru
ijo Elelkwa
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PAKT 1. GENERAL INFOKT'-ATION
1. Please check your appropriate sex. Male Female
2. Please check your appropriate age range*
Under 25 ^5-5^
25-3^ 55 or over
35-/4-^
3. Please check your appropriate number of years of teaching
experience.
Less than 5 15-19
5-9 20 and over
10-14
4. Please check one of the following which best describes how you
received or took courses in Instructional Media and Methods in
Vocational Technical Education.
Took as part of a four-year program in the department of
Industrial Education in a university,
Attended extension and/or summer courses.
Any other source (please indicate the source),
5. (a) Please give the name of the college or institution from
which you received the courses in #4 abovei
(b) Please give (a) year of graduation (b) degree earned
B.Sc. M.S. Other (please specify)
6. Please circle the number of methods credits earned.
(a) 3 (b) 6 (c) 9 (d) 12 or more
?. Please give the number of years of industrial experimence you
have hadj
8. Please check your area(s) of specialization.
Drafting Electricity/Electronics Plastics
Wood Building construction Graphic
_____ Metal Auto Mechanics arts
Others (please specify)
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9. Please check the size of your school.
Under 500 1000-1^99 2000-3000
500-999 1500-1999 Over 3000
10. Which of these institutions best prepared you for your in
structional methods and techniques
University Industry Other (please specify)
11. In general, to what extent do you think the instructional media
and methods courses taught at the universities are appropriate
in actual classroom situationsi
Very appropriate Inappropriate
Appropriate Very inappropriate
Average
3
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PART II. INSTRUCTIONAL T-IEDIA AND TSCHNIQUES
Section A. Pfledia Hardware and Workshop Equipment
In the table provided below, for each item under equipment, check
as follows in the spaces provided:
1. Availability* A if the equipment is available.
AX if equipment is available but insufficient.
NA if equipment is not available.
2. Frequency of usei check 1 for very frequently used.
2 for frequently used
3 for occasionally used
4 for rarely used
5 for not used at all
3. Reasons for not usingi
Check LE for lack of equipment
LK for lack of knowledge of how to use equipment
NS if equipment is not suitable for your course
NE use of equipment is not encouraged by school
Equipment
1. Computer
. .terair^s
2, Closed circuit
television
3. Video camera |
4. 16 mm movie
Er.oJec.tQ.r
5. Super 8 cart- ,,
... ridge projector
6. Slide and loop 3
--iJXQjectpx
7. Audio cassette \
8. Transparency
maker
9. Overhead
--P.CQ.jep tor
lb, Thermofax
copy machine
11. Appropriate
hand tools_
12. Appropriate
machinp trinla
13. Appropriate
^ test equipment I
14. Others (please J
specify j
L. Aval lab i litVi 2. Freouencv of use
3. Reasons for
LE LK
n
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Section B. Instructional Materials and Techniques
In the table provided below, for each item under material/method,
please check as follows in the spaces providedi
1.
2.
3.
Applicability! Check U if material or method is used
NU is materials or method is not used
Frequency of uses
check 1 if materials is very frequently used
2 if material is frequently used
3 if material is occasionally used
h if material is rarely used
5 if material is not used at all.
Reasons for not usingi
check LE for lack of equipment for using material
NA if material is not available
NS if material is not suitable
NE if use of material is not encouraged by your school
Materials/method
jl. Applica-P2. Frequency of
bility |j use
1 3* Reasons for |
1 not using •
)
1. Commercially made
transparencies
U NU 23 4 5 1LE j NA NS NE •
!
(
1
1
1
t 1
t t
i. I
!
i{
<1
2, Teacher-made
. _ transj'arencies
i " •
3. Commercially made
^ _^ides
!
>
1
1
i
t
1
i
• leac jier~maQ.e
slides •
1
i 1 -»
i ^
;
1
j
. —
I
Movies
1
i
4 4o# oompuT/er programs
1
1
i
•~T •
1
h—
7. Multi-media
. ^modules
! - —
(
i
»yJ 9 wUIIlIIlSrCi cLLJ.y ITlaQS
_ still j)ictures
f
!
—
-- —
1
j9- Teacher-made
. still pictures
1
\
1
10. Graphic materials
(a) Posters
(b) Cartoons
1
1
r.
i."
(c) Charts and
diagrams
t j
1 !
1
I
' L
; k
(d) Graphs ! 1
i
— "1 '
1.
11. Videotaped
materials i T
. U
.
i»
1
r.iaterials/methods
12. Community resources
(a) Resource persons i
(b) Field trips
(c) Resource centers
(d) Industries.
musei^s etc
13" Radio and TV
programs
l4. Commercially made
,models
15- Teacher-made models
16. Real things
1?. Specimens
18. Textbooks
19. Reference books
20. (a) Relevant nevfs-
papers. 4.roaga^lnag.
(b) Professional
journals
21. Boards
(a) Chalkboards
(b) Flannel (cloth)
boards
(c) Bulletin boards
(d) Magnetic boards
Methods and Techniques
22. Lecture/demonstration "
23. Tutoring
Small group instruction
25. Demonstration
26. Simulation and games
27. Systematic planning
with program objectives
28. Unit planning with
terminal objectives
5
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L, Applica-j; 2. Frequency of
bility
;; 3* Reasons for
not using
- ,1—
Methods and Techniques
29, Daily lesson plans
with
(a) performance ohj.
(b) competencies
(specify the term
_you use)
30. Peer teaching
31. Role playing
32. Core curriculum
approach
Technical teaching skills
33• Establishing a set
3^. Establishing appro
priate frame of
r-fiffireiiCje.
35" Achieving closure
36. Providing feedback
37- Reinforcement (use of -
- reward and rmnishppntV
38. Repetition for rein- ^
forcing k^v pnint^ '1
39 • Illustrating and use IT
of :
^0. Use of probing
questions
6
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'1. Applica- 2. Frequency of
bility use
U NU •1
—I ;
3. Reasons for
not using
; LE NA NS NE
I--
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MODULE FOmiAT
^1. To be filled out by those who use modules
Following are some of the contents of a typical multimedia module
or leaming packet. Please check the items in the list which apply
to your own type of module.
Module title which specifies the ultimate competency to
be developed
Prerequisite or entering behavior
Directions or study guide
Introduction - Lists of printed materials and media included
in the module and other items needed by the learner to
complete the learning experience
experiences - specified activities through whichthe learner acquires the desired competencies
Job sheet which states a job to be perfonned to demonstrate
mastery of the competency, and step by step procedures for
the job, and tools and materials needed
Criterion referenced tests.
Please list any item you use which is not included here
^2. Please check the following as it applies to your module system.
a. V/ho establishes individual
objectives?
b. Who chooses the learning
—proceduresl__
c. Who determines progress
rate?
Teacher Student Teacher &
Student
—
—.
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XV. APPENDIX E. REMINDER
110
owa State University of Science and TechnoU>^ III Ames, Iowa 50011
College of f-'diication
Indusiniil F.ducalion
Telephone 515-294-10.13
September 9, 1976
Dear Sir:
About six weeks ago, I mailed to you a questionnaire on my study of
the degree relationship between instructional media and techniques tau^t
in the tiniversities and those practiced in community colleges and
vocational technical schools in Iowa, Up until today I have not had any
response from you. I feel you will not allow your opinion to be left out
in a study like this.
I enclose herewith another copy of the questionnaire in case you did
not receive the first one and I would like you to complete and return it
as soon as you can, by return mail if possible.
Thanks for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
.TO Elekwa
Ill
XVI. APPENDIX F. INTRODUCTORY LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE TO
UNIVERSITY MEDIA AND TECHNIQUES INSTRUCTORS
112
Iowa State University ofScience and Technology Ames. Iowa 5(X)!/
August 23, 1976
College of F.(Jitcaii<m
Industrial Education
Telephone 515-2^4-10.13
Dear Sir:
I am conducting a study to determine the degree of relationship
between instructional methods and media taught in the
Universities and those practised in Community Colleges and
Technical Schools in Iowa. It is hoped that the information
obtained from this study will be of importance to Industrial
Education Departments in evaluating their instructional media
and methods programs with the purpose of bridging any gaps
that might be existing between theory and practice.
This study is a major part of my Master's Degree program
at Iowa State University and it is being conducted under
the supervision of the Department of Industrial Education,
Iowa State University.
As an Instructor of Instructional Media and Methods in one
of the State's Universities, your cooperation will be very
much appreciated. Please complete and return the attached
questionnaire within ten days from today.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Iro Elekwa
Major Professor and Ftead^
Department of Industrial Education
In the table below, for each item under hydware, materials, methods/techniques,
please check as follows in the spaces provided.
1. Applicability: T if you teach the use of hardware, materials etc., to
Voc. Tech. teachers and NT if you do not teach them.
2. Degrea of Emphasis placed on the use of hardware materials etc.',,check:
1. for highly emphasized
2. for emphasized
3« for recommended
4. for occasionally recommended
5. for not recommended at all
1. Applicability 2. Degree of Emphasis
Hardware T NT 1 2 3 4 5
1. Compute Terminals
2. Closed Circuit Television
3. Video Camera
4. 16 ram Movie Proiector
5. Super 8 CartridEe Proiector
6. Slide and Loop Proiectors
7. Audio Cassette
8. Transparency Maker
9. Overhead Proiector
10. Thermofax Copy Machine
11. Appropriate Hand Tools
12. Appropriate Machine Tools
13. Appropriate Test Equipment
14. Others (Please Specify)
Jlaterials (Software)
15. Commercially Made Transparencies
16. Teacher Made Transparencies
17. Commercially Made Slides
18. Teacher Made Slides
19. Movies
10, Computer Programs
21. Multi-media Modules
22. Comm.-made Still Plrtiirps
23. Teacher Made Still Pictures
24. Graphic Materials
(a) Cartoons
(b) Charts/Diagrams
(c) Graphs
25. Video-taped Materials
26. Community Resources:
(a) Resource Persons
(b) Resource Centers
(c) Field Trips
(d) Industries, Museums, etc.
1. Applicability
T114 NT
2. Degree of Emphasis
2 3 4
27. Radio and TV Programs
28, Commercially Made Models
29. Teacher Made Models
30. Real Things
31. Specimens
32. Text Books
33. Reference Books
34. (a) Relevant Newspapers &
Magazines
(b) Professional Journals
33. Boards
(a) Chalkboards
(b) Flannel (Cloth) Boards
(c) Bulletin Boards
(d) Magnetic Boards
Methods /Techniques
36. Lecture/Demonstration
37. Tutoring
38. Small Group Instruction
39. Demonstration Only
40. Simulation and Games i
41. Systematic Planning with
Program Objectives
42. Unit Planning with
Technical Objectives
43. Daily Lesson Plans with
Performance Objectives
or Competencies
44. Peer Teaching
45. Role Playing
46» Core Curriculum Approach
Technical Teaching Skills
47. Establishing a Set
487 Establishing Appropriate
Frame of Reference
49. Achieving Closure
50. Providing Feedback
51. Reinforcement (Use of
Reward and Punishment)
52. Repetition for Reinforcing
Key Points
53. Illustrating and Use of
Examples
54. Use of Probing Questions
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XVII. APPENDIX G. FORMULAS FOR THE STATISTICAL MODELS USED
IN DATA ANALYSIS
1. The t-test for uncorrelated data, separate variance
formulaI
S2 = ^2X2 - m ]
n-l*- n
X. - X
t = ^^
o
^ + 12 fl . f2
"l "2 "2
VrS , <,2
SEm = ^ f2
CI =r d + t .05 (SEm)
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3. The analysis of variance for groups with unequal
replicationi
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